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Biowarfare was first documented in the eighteenth century
during the French and Indian War when the British distributed
smallpox-contaminated blankets to the American Indians. Smallpox
is considered a likely agent even today because the USSR was known
to have produced and stockpiled large amounts of the virus even
after signing the 1972 treaty prohibiting such production. Because
of the large number of workers involved and the poor economy,
the security of these stockpiles is unclear [1, txtwriler.com/Back-
grounders/Bioterrori sm/b ioterrar4.html ]. Since the terrorist attacks
in the United States in 2001, world attention has been drawn to
terrorism and potential release of dangerous biological organisms.
Considerable efforts are being made to establish methods for rapidly
recognizing these agents. Numerous electron microscopy (EM)
laboratories have been approached to join rapid response teams
for the detection of viral agents. However, several issues should be
carefully considered before an EM laboratory agrees to participate
in surveillance,

EM laboratories frequently are not set up to handle bio-
hazardous specimens, and if they are, they most likely are not
equipped with a biosafety level 3 (BSL-3) containment facility.
Specific guidelines have been established by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention for processing potential pox-
virus specimens for EM (www.bt.cdc.gov/labissues/index.asp).
Other important considerations include the immune status of
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3. Thin sections of poxvirus-infected cells, a. Low magnification
showing virus replication in the cytoplasm (dark oval bodies). Most DMA
viruses replicate in the nucleus, but poxvintses are an exception and are
never found there. The bar represents 1 pm. b. Immature particles, c.
Immature particle with condensing nucleic acid core. d. Mature particle
showing the dumbbell-shaped core. The bars in b-c represent 100 nm.

1. Negative stain of poxvirus, Virions are ~ 115^250 x 200-350-nm
oval or brick-shaped particles, depending on the genus. The dumbbell-
shaped core (see 3d) is not seen in these preparations in the absence of the
envelope, and the stain rarely penetrates the whole particle to elucidate
the core. Tl\e surface of the virions is rough and may appear as though
the particle is wrapped with rope, also depending on the genus. The bar
represents 100 nm.

2. Negative stain of herpesvirus. Complete vitidiis are -150-200-
nm enveloped particles. Short projections on the envelope surface are
rarefy, visible in clinical material. The nudeocapsid inside the envelope
is kosahedral and can be seen if the stain has penetrated the envelope
membrane (center particle). Nucleocapsids (-100 nm) may be found
without envelopes and can be distinguished by size from adenoviruses
(-80 nm). Complete virions not penetrated by negative stain (lower right)
are not clearly identifiable as viruses because cell membrane debris would
appear similar. The bar represents 100 nm,
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4. Thin sections of herpesvirus-infected cells, a. Low magnification
showing nuckocapsids in the nucleus and complete virions budding from the
cytoplasmic membrane. This DNA virus produces spherical nucleocapsids
in the nucleus; the envelope may be obtained by nudeocapsid budding
through the nuclear membrane, internal cytoplasmic membranes, or
plasma membrane. The bar represents 1pm. b. 100-nm nucleocapsids
in the nucleus, c. Complete enveloped virus particles in the cytoplasm on
the left and nucleocapsids in the nucleus on the right budding through the
nuclear membrane out into the cytoplasm on the left. The bars in bandc
represent 100 nm.
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Algorithm for EM Laboratory Participation in Smallpox Surveillance
Plan NOW. Decide whether you can or will Assist in diagnosis BEFORE the situation arises

Yes (I wish to consider having specimens sent to me.) No f I have no desire to handle potential poxvirus cases.)
Requirements: Refer the inquiry to your state public health lab or LRM
1. Diagnostic capability (Laboratory Response Network)
2. Biohazard containment
3. Vaccination

1. Diagnostic Capability
Yes No
Know virus morphology (a.), look-alikes/artifacts (b.) Refuse any specimens, contact state lab or LRN
Have experience with negative staining OR
Have access to hydrophilic film-coated grids Obtain training in diagnostic virology by EM

a. Virus morphology
Poxvirus infections are most likely to be confused with varicella-zoster virus (VSV) infections.

Poxviruses are -200 x 300-nm, brick-shaped virions. In sections, they are found in the cytoplasm, not usually
budding.

Herpesviruses arc ~150-200-nm enveloped virions with spherical ~100-nm nucleocapsids. In sections, nu-
cleocapsids are seen in the nucleus; whole virions are found budding from cell membranes.

b. Virus look-alilces/artifacts
Poxviruses: In negative stains, lipid, melanosomes, and rectangular crystals may resemble viruses. In thin sec-

tions confusing structures include lipid, melanosomesj pigment, mitochondria, microbodies, secretory granules,
and crystalline inclusions.

Herpesviruses: In negative stains membrane debris and adenoviruses may resemble herpesviruses. In thin sec-
tions cell components such as nuclear bodies, nuclear pores, secretory granules, coated vesicles, and membrane-
bound lipid may look like viruses.

2. Biohazard containment
Yes AW
Requires BSL-2 cabinet and BSL-3 precautions Accept only fixed specimens
Arrange courier service
(special packaging and transport)

3. Vaccination
Yes No
Have been vaccinated within last 5 years Accept only fked specimens
No contraindications (c.) to post-exposure vaccination

c. Contraindications (See www,cdc.gov/mmwr, click on Smallpox Vaccination and Adverse Reactions)
Skin lesions
Impaired immune system
Close contact with others who have contraindications to vaccination

the microscopist(s), collection and transfer of the specimen lance of poxviruses only if its staff has experience in detecting
to the EM lab, whether to permit only fixed material into the viral agents. False positive results on a blister fluid, e.g., de-
laboratory, and whether the EM lab staff has experience prepar- scribing a melanosome as a poxvirus, or false negative results,
ing viral specimens and identifying viruses [2-4], Laboratory e.g., failing to detect a poxvirus, would result in considerable
directors should discuss their capabilities and the desirability confusion or potential disastrous delay of identification. Per-
of becoming involved in the response to a potential terrorist sonnel not experienced in virology but wishing to contribute
event before one occurs, not only with EM staff, but also upper to the surveillance effort can certainly train in one of the EM
administrators. virology laboratories.

Smallpox virus is the viral agent of most concern because Individuals who have not been recently vaccinated against
of its potential access by rogue nations and because of the smallpox or who could not be immediately immunized if exposed
ease of dissemination. The agent with which smallpox is most should not collect or handle potential smallpox specimens. An
likely to be confused is herpes varicella-zoster virus, the virus alternative would be to instruct primary health care workers in
that causes chickenpox and shingles; the CDC has provided a the collection of specimens and have the specimen inactivated by
rash illness protocol (www.bt.cdc.gov/agent/smallpox/diagno- fixation in glu tar aldehyde before transport. Transport of specimens
sis/evalposter.asp). from the point of collection to the diagnostic laboratory should

EM is the fastest diagnostic modality to differentiate these follow accepted procedures. Each health care institution has guide-
agents. An EM laboratory should become involved in surveil- lines governing transport of clinical specimens, and EM Labs not
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accustomed to handling potentially infectious material should be
well aware ot the rules before bringing in a dangerous agent.

Electon microscopy laboratory directors should carefully weigh
the pros and cons of becoming involved in virus surveillance before
events occur so that split-second decisions are not incorrectly made
that would endanger health or produce an inaccurate diagnosis. See
the algorithm above.
Figure Comments:

The disease with which smallpox is most likely to be confused
in the early stages is chickenpox or its recrudescence as shingles
(caused by varicella-zoster virus, aherpesvirus). Electron micros-
copy of negatively stained lesion scrapings can easily distinguish
poxviruses from herpesvirus in a very short time {-10-15 min).
Routine thin sections of tissue take longer to prepare, usually
overnight, but can be accomplished in 2-3 hours in rush situations.
These figures show identifying vims characteristics. •
Notes:
• Micrographs are reprinted from reference 2.
• This article is a preprint of a paper to be given at the Microscopy

& Micro an a lysis- 2 004 meeting in Savannah.
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